Astrology, Palmistry and Ancient Moon Gardening

Earth Moon and Stars

October 2016 with Kerry Galea

Yes, its Halloween…when the doorway between this world and the next opens a little.
Celebrate those that have gone before you.
Ph: 0419 382 131 Email: kerry@kerrygalea.com.au Web: www.kerrygalea.com.au Web:
www.ancientmoongardening.com.au
To each and every one of you; look at the earth and know that you are supported, look at your hands and know that you are unique, and look at the stars
and know that you are part of something greater than yourself.

Your Sun Sign Astrology Forecast October 2016
Aries 20 March – 19 April
Tensions at work will affect your loved ones or close friends. Are you unloading your situation onto them or are they unloading
theirs onto you? Emotions run high which may lead to the tensions tightening. Very soon it will be time to make changes, not
necessarily big ones, as even a little change can make a vast improvement.
Taurus 20 April – 20 May
A pleasant social or relationship event will brighten up even the dullest day. On the down side you desire personal growth and
freedom but this comes into conflict with duty and your sense of responsibility. Which wins? The only person you are really
battling is yourself. Are you seeing the cup half full or half empty?
Gemini 21 May – 20 June
Various pushes and pulls are affecting your peace of mind. There is a nagging tension which needs release but there is something
hidden behind the scenes that needs attention before taking action. Who, or what, has a vested interest or is intent on holding
you back? Ask the right questions and you will find out; especially around mid-month.
Cancer 21 June – 21 July
The people around you are energized and need to seek challenges and to make a change. Are you holding them back with wellmeaning advice? Remember that you cannot stop a landslide; so help, or get out of the way. This is also the perfect time to
introduce new healthy habits which will have a long lasting beneficial effect.
Leo 22 July – 22 Aug
Long awaited news and information comes and some of it will not be pleasing. Acting on it sooner rather than later is a good
idea. You are ready to dive head first into hard work but external rules and restrictions will bug you. Exercise is a good release
valve for restless energies and also seek advice for any health concerns.
Virgo 23 Aug – 22 Sep
It’s time to challenge yourself. You have either been expecting this or you have felt it coming. As they say…”no risk; no gain”,
but what if there was a price? Is it one you are prepared to pay?
The gains could be magnificent; the cost small. Or vicer-versa. At end of the day you have to live with yourself.
Libra 23 Sep – 22 Oct
Be brilliant; for it’s your time. Letting yourself grow tall will benefit you but upset unconscious family expectations. What do you
gain by staying small? Why fight over things you don’t understand? Release yourself from the chance of repeating your past
behaviors; or repeating family behaviors. Your future habits, conducts and values can be different from your past ones.
Scorpio 23 Oct – 21 Nov
Early this month you are noticeable, charming and can attract others to your cause. It’s due to Venus bringing a sparkle to your
personality. You will likely need her help to ease you through the consequences of hasty decisions. Act in haste; repent at leisure!
Also keep a lid on thoughtless words, as later this month conversations can suddenly turn into arguments.
Sagittarius 22 Nov – 20 Dec

Your visions are only limited by your sense of how worthy you believe yourself to be; and the necessary spare cash to achieve
them. Let’s be altruistic and focus on self-worth. Are you worthy of respect, of being treated well, of gaining your heart’s desire?
Inner abundance becomes outer abundance. Yes; you will have to work hard; but help is on its way.
Capricorn 21 Dec – 19 Jan
The New Moon rises on a whole new world if you want it. Your role, your image, your reputation, or your work takes a new
direction. Are you ready to be different? If so; this will be marvelous. If you hate change …. then golly it will be a wild ride. Let
go of the old and embrace the new!
Aquarius 20 Jan – 17 Feb
The search for justice has you acknowledging various injustices. Can all the wrongs be righted? We all have different morals. Can
you list yours? Can you list those of another person? Can morals be changed? On a different tack… there is a tension filled surge
building up from past (presumably) forgotten emotions. Let them be released in a caring and private place.
Pisces 18 Feb – 19 March
You must be carrying around a bubble of compassion that allows people to share their secrets with you; even strangers on a
bus! They can also express their anger, not at you, but about their own dramas and hurts. This is a load that can feel heavy; so
let each shower wash it away down the drain. It’s their dramas…... not yours.

We do not go around the Sun in a perfect circle each year so the dates that the Sun appears to move into the signs can vary by
up to one day.
If you are born close to the border of two signs, then you are on the cusp and you are a blend of the two sun signs.
Source is Solar Fire from Esoteric Technologies.
There is a difference with me. I am not psychic or a medium. My background is in science (still do it today!) and I consider myself
a map reader. Your Astrology chart and your hands are your maps of life.
If you have goals – let us use the maps to achieve them.
If you are stuck in a maze – let us use the maps to find a way out.
If you want direction – let us use the maps to find your direction points
…………………….. just think of how useful this can be!
In my work I will always use both Astrology and Palmistry. The Stars show your potential and your hands
show how you grab hold of life. Through them we look to your strengths, especially now and to the
future, and to see what to avoid, and what to enjoy.
Moe at Gippstown on the Highway Weekdays by appointment in the beautiful and peaceful grounds of
Gippstown Heritage Village on the highway at Moe.
Traralgon On Sunday the 23rd October at Dyoligy, a gorgeous shop where all things are beautiful and alternative in the heart of
Traralgon.
Koonwarra in South Gippsland Saturday 5th November at the Artisan Gardens Studio in beautiful Koonwarra. A tiny historic town
with various shops showcasing great food, pampering, healing, arts and culture. It’s normally Farmers Market day when I am
there so the place is buzzing.
Phone readings for those at a distance, and at a time that suits you.

Halloween

is on 31st October. This is said to have originated from the ancient Celtic harvest festival known as Samhain
midway between the September Equinox and the December Solstice. Halloween is also known as All Hallows’ Eve among the
Christian community. It is the time that the border between this world and the “other” world narrows, and the dead are
honored.

Super Moons!
On the 16th October we will have a Super Moon when the Moon will be at its closest point to us. I bet you thought that the Moon
travelled in a perfect circle. Its doesn’t.

Instead it moves in an oval shape. So sometimes it’s further away and sometimes it’s close. And when it’s a Full Moon at the
time of its closest approach we see it, especially on the horizon, as a little bigger.
There are two or three Super Moons each year and a Super Moon can also be a New Moon but as we don’t see it; it’s not so
interesting.
People ask if a Super Moon heightens the weirdness that happens around a Full Moon but I have never heard of, nor have I
found any ancient reference to super moons changing behavior other than that of a normal Full Moon. Did you know that the
word lunatics came from the Lunar!

Birthday Greetings go out to
Libra 23 Sep – 22 Oct
“The only way to get the best of an argument is to avoid it”. Dale Carnegie.
Thank you to the Libran who delicately knew how to balance tact and avoidance. Masterful!
Scorpio 23 Oct – 21 Nov
“The only interesting answers are those which destroy the question”. Susan Sontag
Thank you to the warm and wonderful Scorpios who take us into their hearts and help us to question our reality. Awesome!

An Evening of Moon Gardening … The solution to productive, beautiful and easy gardens.
On Friday evening the 28th October at Warragul Community House at 6.30 – 8pm Please call them on 56236032

Ancient Moon Gardening
Gazing out the window I can see the veggie patch and this month it like a great big fluffy eiderdown with layers of compost,
hay and straw all ready for planting. Soon my little seedlings…. Soon!
Oh.. I nearly forgot that the greens are going to seed, the gooseberries are budding nicely, the citrus are offering up armloads
and the asparagus is springing up so quick that I daren’t turn my back or it will be become too long and tough!
Dates
Moon Position and Phase
Ancient Moon Gardening Planting and Sowing days
AEST
1st Oct

New Moon in Libra

Rest and do nothing. Cultivate and grow a sense

3rd 4th 5th
8th

Waxing Fertile 1st Quarter

Perfect for all sowing and planting.
Especially for vegetables whose leaves we eat.

9th 10th
13th 14th

Waxing Fertile 2nd Quarter

Perfect for all sowing and planting.
Especially for vegetables that bear fruits or seeds for eating.

16th Oct

Full Moon in Aries

Official gardeners rest day so do nothing. 
Harvest and share an attitude that

18th 21st
22nd
31st Oct

Waning Fertile Moon 3rd Quarter

Plant root crops

New Moon in Scorpio

Rest and do nothing. Cultivate and grow a sense

3 Ways to improve your Gardening and be in Harmony with the Moon
You have three choices to improve your gardening
1. Use the Free Mini Almanac included here
2.

The Easy Moon Gardening Planning Calendar
$25 emailed or $35 posted for 12 months
You can try it out I month for free. Just ask 

3.

The Ancient Moon Gardening Super Almanac
Over 40 pages each season
$49 emailed for 12 months
Call me or have a peek at my website for examples www.ancientmoongardening.com.au

News from the Stars
1st Oct New Moon in Libra
6th Oct Mars in Capricorn square Jupiter in Libra
7th Oct Mercury enters Libra
8th Oct Saturn in Sagittarius square North Node in Virgo
16th Oct Full Moon in Aries is the closest SuperMoon of the year. It will look bigger than normal!
18th Oct Venus enters Sagittarius
19th Oct Mars conjunct Pluto in Capricorn
23rd Oct Sun enters Scorpio
25th Oct Mercury enters Scorpio
29th Oct Mars in Capricorn square Uranus in Aries
The movement of the planets herald time when we feel mood changes, times we are galvanized to take action, and others times
when we lack energy. There are shifts in feelings and energy levels at all New and Full Moons, when planets move into signs, or
when there are connections (aspects) between planets, or when they turn retrograde or move direct again.
Pay attention to the days when these shifts happen and notice your feelings and energy levels. This understanding will enhance
your experience of life.
To further experience the rhythm of the Moon I suggest that you aim to start new projects and events at the New Moon, and
bring them to full development approximately two weeks later at the Full Moon. From the Full Moon back to the New Moon is
a time to look at the consequences, to reflect on what you achieved and to think about changes or new ideas that you will
“birth” again at the New Moon.
Enjoy the ride!

What’s that in the sky this October?
To be amazed by the heavens, first get your bearings and note that the sun rises in the east, sets in the west and the warmest
side of the house is north. 
The darkest night is on the New Moon on the 1st Oct and again on the 31st Oct. The brightest night is with the Full Moon on the
16th Oct.
For all you night owls
At the start of this month look west and watch as brilliant Venus appears just after dusk and follows the Sun into the horizon. A
big stretched hand span higher is Saturn near reddish Aldebaran in the head of the Scorpion, and another big hand span higher
is reddish Mars. Let the Moon be your guide as she joins with Venus on the 4 th Oct, then with Saturn on the 6th and then Mars
on the 8th.
As the month progresses, Venus moves quickly to join Saturn on the 29th October, thus goddess Venus kisses the old King Saturn
under the baleful gaze (and within the sharp nippers) of the Scorpion. One wonders what stories the ancient would have made
of that scenario! Who is seducing who in a dangerous places? … ahhh just like the TV show, Days of Our Lives!
To be in a less dramatic environment, turn south to see the Southern Cross on its side with the two pointer stars high above
them.

For all you early birds
No planets are visible early in the month but by the end of the month, Jupiter will begin to appear in the morning very bright on
the horizon just before sunrise. He will be very visible next month but for this month he may be a tantalizing light on the low
horizon as the dawn lights up the sky. If you have unobstructed views the Moon and Jupiter will make a beautiful sight on the
28th and 29th October.
The brightest star to the North is Aldebaran in the eye of Taurus the Bull and slightly lower to the left are the Pleiades, a glorious
little cluster of jewel like stars. The Moon will be with them on the 19th October. Higher overhead is Orion’s sword belt, known
here as the Saucepan. The Yolngu people in Northern Australia don’t see a Saucepan, they see three brothers and a canoe. The
story is that they went fishing against the advice of their elders, caught nothing and in their hunger ate one of the scared animals
of the tribe. The furious Sun Women created storm clouds which whirled the brothers into the sky where they remain to this
day. The 3 brothers in their canoe appear at night during Monsoon season and what a great lesson this is….obey your elders,
follow the rules and don’t go fishing in canoes in Monsoon season!
After that drama; turn south to see the Southern Cross lying on its with side with the two pointer stars below and perhaps
hidden by buildings, hills or big trees.
Let yourself be awed!

Gaining Peace
In times of stress or crisis
1.

Only think about the next 5 minutes

2.

Smile whenever you can. Force a smile if you have too, but use those facial muscles. A smile produces endorphins which
is Mother Natures natural happy drug. So Smile!

3.

Say yes to everything. Accept. To the situation, to the suffering, to any joy, to blessings both ordinary and extraordinary,
to the pain. Say yes, no matter what.

4.

Plan ahead 2 years 5 years and 10 years in the future. Plan it, imagine it, and build for it. See it in your mind’s eye.

Quote of the Month:
“What gets rewarded gets repeated”
This is true for negative behaviors as well as positive ones. If one is only hugged when miserable then one will create misery in
order to be hugged.
If one gets attention when misbehaving, then one will misbehave to get attention.
What are you rewarding in yourself, or in others? Are they all positive reinforcement?
Yes, these are hard question to ask oneself and we are allowed to forgive ourselves!

Thank You to those that keep me healthy!
Your body is a temple so do something that helps you maintain great health. Pop over to my website to see
the practitioner’s page to find somebody perfect for you.
www.kerrygalea.com.au

Thank You to every single one of you as we smile back at the world together!

